
Year 2 and Year 3 Time, Unit 1 (23674) 

Additional teacher instructions for practice sheets 
These notes indicate which practice sheets are most appropriate for which groups. 

Day 1 Y2 Is it possible? Sheet 1 
A practical practice activity for mixed-attainment pairs or 3s.

Day 1 Y3 Zoo pictogram Sheet 2
Working towards ARE

Day 1 Y3 Zoo pictogram Sheet 3
Working at ARE

Day 1 Y3 Zoo pictogram Sheet 4
Greater Depth

Day 2 Y2 Minute measuring Sheet 1 
A practical practice activity for mixed-attainment pairs or 3s. 

Day 2 Y3 Race times bar chart Sheet 2
Working towards ARE / Working at ARE

Day 2 Y3 Race times bar chart Sheet 3
Greater Depth
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Is it possible?
Sheet 1

Read the table below line by line.
Put a tick under possible or impossible.
Write an estimate for the time in seconds.

_day1

Challenge

Write this sentence as many times as possible in one minute: 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. 
What is special about the sentence? 

Activity Possible in 30 seconds Impossible in 30 seconds Estimate time in seconds Check your estimates

Write the alphabet once 

Write the numbers 1 to 10 twice

Build a tower of 18 blocks

Stand up and sit down 5 times

Count aloud to 100

Draw a square with a circle inside it

Cut out a square

Count backwards to 20 to 0

Draw a house

Colour a rainbow

Write the even numbers to 20 

Tie a bow

Check some of your estimates using a stopwatch.
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Challenge

Write two facts that you can interpret from the pictogram.

Fact 1:

Fact 2:

This table shows the number of animals at the zoo.
Use the information in the table to complete the pictogram.

_day1

        
          (one footprint) =  2 animals

Zoo pictogram
Sheet 2

Animal    Number

Elephants    10

Tigers     4

Hippos     6

Giraffes    8

Animal

Elephants

Tigers

Hippos

Giraffes
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Challenge

Write two facts that you can interpret from the pictogram.

Fact 1:

Fact 2:

This table shows the number of animals at the zoo.
Use the information in the table to complete the pictogram.

_day1

        
          (one footprint) =  2 animals

Zoo pictogram
Sheet 3

Animal    Number

Elephants    10

Tigers     13

Hippos      5

Giraffes     7

Animal

Elephants

Tigers

Hippos

Giraffes
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Challenge

Write three facts that you can interpret from the pictogram.

Fact 1:

Fact 2:

Fact3:

This table shows the number of animals at the zoo.
Draw a pictogram to display the data, where one pawprint represents 
4 animals.

_day1

Scale:
        
          (one footprint) =                 animals

Zoo pictogram
Sheet 4

Animal    Number

Elephants    16

Tigers     10

Hippos     12

Giraffes    18

Animal

Tigers
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Minute measuring
Sheet 1

1. Write this sentence: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

2. How many times you can write it in a minute?
    Ask a partner to time you.

3. Create a sentence of your own that takes EXACTLY one minute  
    to write.

4. Start writing all the numbers, 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.
    Stop when you think you have been going for 1 minute.
    What number did you reach? How close to 1 minute were you?  

_day2
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Challenge

The table shows how quickly six people ran the 200m race. 
Use the information in the table to complete the bar chart.

_day2

Name    Race time (seconds)

Jessica    47

Imran     31

Holly     36

Karolina    28

Zain     29

Mason     54

60
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Time taken to run 200 m

Race time
(seconds)

Name

Race times bar chart
Sheet 2

Write two facts that you can interpret from the bar chart.

Fact 1:

Fact 2:
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Challenge

Write two facts that you can interpret from the bar chart.

Fact 1:

Fact 2:

The table shows how quickly six people ran the 200 m race. 
Use the information in the table to complete the bar chart.

_day2

Name    Race time (seconds)

Jessica    47

Imran     31

Holly     36

Karolina    28

Zain     29

Mason     54

Race times bar chart
Sheet 3
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Time
Answers

_answers

Day 1 Y3 Zoo pictogram Sheet 2

Animal

Elephants

Tigers

Hippos

Giraffes

Day 1 Y2 Is it possible? Sheet 1

Challenge

The sentence contains ALL letters from a to z. 

Challenge

Children could give two of the following facts interpreted from the pictogram:
There are more elephants than tigers, hippos or giraffes.
There are most elephants.
There are fewest tigers.
The total number of hippos and tigers is the same as the number of elephants.
There are 4 more giraffes than tigers.
There are 4 more elephants than hippos...or other facts of their own.

Animal

Elephants

Tigers

Hippos

Giraffes

Day 1 Y3 Zoo pictogram Sheet 3
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Time
Answers

_answers

Animal

Elephants

Tigers

Hippos

Giraffes

Day 1 Y3 Zoo pictogram Sheet 4

        
           =                 animals4

Challenge

Children could give two of the following facts interpreted from the pictogram:
There are more tigers than elephants, hippos or giraffes.
There are most tigers.
There are fewest hippos.
The total number of hippos and giraffes is one less than the number of tigers.
There are 3 more tigers than elephants.
There are 2 more giraffes than hippos...or other facts of their own.

Day 1 Y3 Zoo pictogram Sheet 3 continued

Challenge

Children could give three of the following facts interpreted from the pictogram:
There are more giraffes than tigers, hippos or elephants.
There are fewest tigers.
There are 2 more giraffes than elephants.
There are 6 more elephants than tigers...
or another fact of their own.

Day 2 Y2 Minute measuring Sheet 1

Children should be measuring one minute and noting accurately how many times they 
completed the different activities. 
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Time
Answers

_answers
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Day 2 Y3 Race times bar chart Sheets 2 and 3
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Challenge

Children could give two of the following facts interpreted from the bar chart:
Mason was the slowest.
Karolina was the fastest.
Mason was last in the race.
Zain was second in the race.
Imran was third in the race.
Karolina was one second faster than Zain... or other facts of their own.


